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~BSTRACT

It is possible for two different launch platfonns to ~roduce centre of (shot) impacts (COIs), that

differ in magnitude by several times tlJe ammunition dispersion. It is difficult to discern what fraction

of this variation is due to. the launch tube alone, since changing tube~. alters both the mounting

conditiol;ls and the occasion. A m~ans has been devised to 'change tubes' without altering the mount
or the occasion, by merely changing the shape of a given tube within the same mount. This is

accomplished :by localised control of a gun barrel's axial thennal expansion, implemented through a
series of tcmperature-controlled heating pads adhered to the outer barrel wall. Using this technique,

it was found that a simple, yet very common, bow-shaped curvature to the right verses left, for example,

produced a significant shift in COI. Furthennore, it was fo~qd that holding the barrel shape constant

dramatically reduced tlJe standard devi.ation (dispersion) of shot impacts about COI.
I

L t. I
1. INTRODUCTION'

I ,
The diffcrc"ce bctwccn th~ gravity-, wind-,

and drllg-corrcclcd aim poinl IInd;wllCrc II projcclilc

actually hits the target is referrdd to as projectile
I

jump. Ptojectile jump varies from round to round,

but, in peneral, roughly two-thirds of the rounds

will hit the targ~t within cine standard deviation

(defined as the amrhunition. dispersion) of the

centre Qf (shot) imp~ct (COI) for a given lot of

ammunit,on. However, for tank guns, COI can vary

from barrel to barrel,; mount to mount, and occasion

to occasion by a~ much as five times the
I

ammunition dispersion. ,

production) 120 mm M-256 barrel (SI. No.84)
.o

through 90 increments and recorded COI for

I ()-rOI!'ld grollps ~I cllch oricl1lulion (I;ig. I ).
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It is difficult to di~cern what fraction of this
I I

large error spurce is due to barrel difference, alone,

since changing tubes alters, both the mounting
conditions and I the occasion. Some indication of

bnrrcl dcpclldcllco WII~ givoll ill Il t o 'rollllod I 11!/0'
.1test of 'iaug, et al .IThey rotated a (pre-
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Figure 2. Illustration or tcmperature-controlIed M-256 ~n barrel
J

variation in gun dynamics makes tp ammunition

dispcrsion. I

,
2. CONTROLLING CElt-lTRELINE

t
I

A series of heafing pads was adhered to the

,outer wall bf an M-256 110 mm iank gun barrel
I

(SI. No: 2971), as illustrated in Fig/2. A small hole

in the centre of each pad' accommodated the

placement of a thermocouple' use~ to measure the
,

barrel temperature. the temperature of the barrel

under each pad could be stabilised by automatic or

manual control of the heating pad's on-off switch.

1! was thus possible to control cross-barrel

te.rnPerature differences (CBTDs), and hence

control differential th~rmal expansion across the

tube. This allowed the barrel centreline to be, .
changed as desired. 4\ detailed description 2 of the

experimental set up ,and, validation of the thermal

bend cqntrdl can be found.

For simplicit~, the analysis was limited to the

horizontal plane, wherr fewer factors influence gun

dynamics. In the veftical plane, the unidirectional

effects of gravity on the barrel and projectile add

complexity to the analysis~ of gun dynamics.I
Furthermore, it is known3 tl\at the effects of the

breech CG offset will ove~-shadow the effects of

centreline curvature on'. ~ertical plane g~n

dynamics:To further simplify the experiment, only,
a simple bow shape, qr half-sine wave curvature, to

j

Each C()I in Fig. I is spaced about 900 apart

on a radius hear 1.2 :!: 0.3 mil from the ccntre of

symmetry (Even though the I?refiring aim point was

at the horizontal and vertical origin for each

orientation in Fig. I, the centre of COI symmetry

appears to be shifted about 0.5 mil vertically. This

shift in the centre of symmetry above the prefiring

aim point might be caused by a positive shift in

muzzle pointing angle at the time of sho~ exit. Such

a change in muzzle angle during in-bor-e travel

could result from the upward barrel rotation caused

by the torquing action of the centre of gravity (CG)

offset in the recoiling breecp assembly). We might
I

speculate that rotating the centreline accounts for

the average radial displacement (1.2 mil), while the

mount and occasion change that accompariies each

rotation could account for the fluctuation

(:!: 0.3 mil) in COls about the average. However,

there is no way of knowing for certain if this is the

correct partitioning of effects, since the three

contributing factors (centreline, mount and

occasion) are inseparable i,n such a test.

The significance of COI-centreline test

described here is that the centreline can be changed

without remounting the barrel. Thus, there is no

doubt that the centreline is the sole contributor to

COI change. Furthermore, because the centreline

can be controlled, a high degree of launch-

condition repeatability can be maintained. This

helps to minimise the contribution that shot-to-shot
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BUNDY: EFFECT OF ,AUNCH TUBE CURVATURE ON BALLISTIC ACCURACY
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Figure 3. ~anuractured and heating-pad-induced horizontal centrerne curvatures prior to firing M-256 (SI. No.2971)

I

not based on actual measurements, since the

standard, optically-bascd, mcasuring instrumcnt
will not function -propcrly in an abovc-ambicnt

temperature bore, like that created when applying

thc hcating pads. Rathcr, thcy arc bascd on

theoretical predictions using 'the thermal bend5 I ,
mQdel .Past testing has, however, shown that there

is a good agreement between the thermal bend

model and the obtAinable experimental measure-

ments.

the left. and righ't, as welll as a near-s!raight

centrelirie werc choscn for analy~is, Thc magnitudc

of the bow shapc was varicd twidc in cach .dircction

to give a total' of five trial dases, which were
I

distinguished as bow-lcft, 'bow-right, largc

bow-left, large Qow-right, and Jear-straight in the

horizo~tal centreline plots of Fig. 3.

Hdw do these five tllial cases relate to the

natural curvaturbs fopnd in the general population

of tube centrelines? I In the dispersion study4, 20

M-256ltubes were examined. Of these 20, 15 had a

simple ~ow shape in either the horizontal or
vertical plane, much like '2971'. Five of the 20 had

bows that were a~ large as the bow-left/right

curvatures of Fig. 3. A rimple bow shape'is the first

natural more of vibratior for a barrel; hence, such

a shape may dominate the ccntrcljnc curvatutc in

barrcls firi~g on tIle 1110VC ovcr 'blImr>Y' tdrrnin,
I I

,
There .are several centrel~ne plots drawn in

Fig. 3 for each of the five general curvature cases.

For example, there are five distinctly different plots

for the bow-left case. Each plot represented the

centreline profile when a round was fired. The

smllll vllril1tion in plots ror tho snmo cnso nttosts to

thc fact that it was not possiblc to maintain cxact

l:olllrol ovt;r lilt; <.:u.ru!i, wllil:1I uffcl:l lllcrmal

b~nd. In actuality, six rounds were fired for the

bow-lcft cnso, with two plots Qvcrlnying ol1ch othcr.

I
The centreline plots of Fig. 3 (with the

exceptio/ of thc natural ~cntrclink for '2971 ') arc
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Figure 4. CBTD prpfile needed to induce the average bow-Ieft configuration,

Regardless of the number of plots that can be

distinguished, there were at least four rounds fired

for each general curvature case'. Figure 4.shows the

average CBTD profile for the bpw-Ieft plots of

Fig.3.

\
MEASURING CENTRE OF IMPACT3.

In total, 29 rounds of the same lot M-865 target

practice, cone-stabilised, discarding sabot, training
(TPCSDS- T) ammunition were used in this test. To

reduce the dependence of occasion-to-occasion

differences on the results, the firings were so

sequenced that a round was fired with the

centreline bowed to the left; then a near-straight

centreline was fired; and then a round was fired

with the centreline bowed to the right. This left-

straight-right pattern was repeated, with (on an

average) a round being fired every 30-60 min. Six

test rounds were fired ~er day.

the motion of the qreech angle, a 20 power

telescope (Wye sc'Ope) w~s placed in a special

cradle that was rigidly attached to the outside wall
.,

of the recoil cylinder, which holds the breech end

of the barrel. the. Wye scope was used to read a

grid board located at 103 m downrange. The

accuracy of this reading was considered to be 0.01

.mil. The muzzle angle was measured using

Aberdeen Proving Ground muzzle scope. The

reading aFcuracy df this 8 power muzzle scope is

consi~ered to be 0,05-0.10 mil.
I

Af~er the CBTD pattern needed to create a

specific curvature (~ne of the five general shapes

shown in Fig. 3),lwas established, a check of the
I

breech and muzzle pointin~ angle was made. This

check ensured that the prop~r curvature was indeed

present prior to firing a rCf>u'nd. For example, Fig. 5

shows a typical day's' record (day 3) of the
,

m uzzle-minus-breech pointing. angles prior to

firing (zero represents the ~nheated barrel). It can
I

be seen that the measurements were close to those

expected from thermil bend modelling for each of
, ,

the three configurations. The end-to-end thermal

The pointing angle of the muzzle end of the

gun could be changed by altering the breech angle,

or, it could be changed by thermal distortion of the
,

barrel between the breech and the muzzle. To gauge
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right case,"the horizontal COI falls only 0.02 mil to

the left of the aim point. For the near-straight

barrel, COI lies in the middle 0( the bow-left and

bow-right result, viz, 0.14 mil to the left of the aim

point. It can be seen from the schematic of Fig. 6

that relative to the near-straight case, inducing a

bow-left will move the muzzle to the right and the

shot impacts to tl\e left. Conversely, forming a

bow-right will move the muzzle to the left and the

shot impacts to the right of the near-straight case.

When the barrel is distorted into the large

bow-left configuration, COI lies, surprisingly, at

virtually the same location as the smaller bow-left

firing-in this case, 0.29 mil to the left of the aim

point (Fig. 7). Similarly, COI for the large

bow-right firing lies at the same location as the

smaller bow-right firing, viz., 0.02 mil to the left

of the aim point.

Figure 5. CBTD-induced change in the end-to-end thermal bend
or the barrel, as ~easured by the muzzle-minus-
breech pointing ahgle.

I The results for all five firing configurations

are summarised in Table I. It should be noted that
on I day I, only four of six test rounds were

considered 'good' data rounds, with no entries

(Table r) for tllle bow-right configuration. The

exclusion o~ the bow-right trials was based on the

fact that the CBTD patterns for these two rounds

were n.ot deemed sufficiently close to the bow-right

bends for the bow-left a~d bow-right cases were

symmetric about the' near-straigjht case, as

expected. However, the ,near-stralght case requiredI
a small thermal bend tq the gunner's left in order

to compensate for '2971 's' s'mall natural ben.d to

the gunner's right (Fig. 3) resulting in the small

positive offset seen in Fig. 5.

Table I. Horizontal jump values for five-barrel curvatures

M-865 impact angle minus muzzle angle (mil)
-

Large Bow-
bow-left left

-0.29
-0.35

-0.16
-0.53

-0.18

-0,.27

Near- Bow.

straight right

Large

bow-right

I)ay 1

Day 2

-0.31

-020

-0.30

-0.06')

-0.12

+0.13

Day 3

After firing each round, the target 'impact

location was marke,d, and later measured.relative to

the initial (first round) aim point. The horizontal

distance from the initial aim point, divided by the

distance tb the target (953 m), was used to convertI
the shot impac~ location into an angular deviation

(in mil). ihe prefiring muzzle pointing angle (also

measured relative, to the origin~l ;line-of-fire') was

subtracte~ from ,the shbt impact angle, and this

difference was defined as the horilzontal juli1p angle
j

for cach round. rinally, tho mcnn horizontal jump

angle was computed and dcfine~ as COI for the

group qf rounds associated with each specific
barrel c1lrvature.

t I

4. COMPARISON pF COis WITH

CENTRELINE ~URVATURES
+0.26

-0.14

+0.18
The jfirst comparison is between COIs and

ccntrclint curvatures of the bow-left, bow-right,
I

nnd ncnr-strniBh I c()lIfiBIlrnl iO1l8. A II illllHlr III ioll or

the results is displayhd in Fig. 6. jFor thel bow-left

case, the horizontal COIlfalls 0.30 mil to the left of

tho Dlulzlc pointing anglt, whcrcas, for thc b~w-

I I

-0.14

-0.24

-0.30

0.14
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Figure 6. Illustration or M-865 COI verses centreline curvature (in the horizon~al plane) ro'r th~ee or five bent barrel cases
,

,
than that obtainedl from the LAT. Moreover, it can
be inferred from I such a substantial decrease in

dispersion that if barrJI curvature was unwavering

from round t9 round, it could notably improve hit

probabilities at longer rp.nges !

CONCLUSIONS5.

configuration. Such a problem did not occur again

during the course of firing, because control of the

CBTDs was changed from automatic to manual

after the day I. This provided better control over

the repeatability of centreline curvatures for all

configurations.

It is worth noting that the 0.18 mil pooled

standard deviation across ,the five groups of Table 1

is significantly lower (P < 0.005) than the 0.29 mil

horizontal dispersion obtained from the lot

acceptance test (LAT) for this particular lot of

M-865. However, this is expected, since in this test,

unlike the LAT, the centreline curvature, and hence

gun dynamics, is virtually the same for every round

fired in each group. For this reason, the pooled

standard deviation from this test is probably better
,

representative of the 'true' horizontal dispersion

,
Controlled changes of the bore centreline with

heating pads provide a means, to isolate the effects

of tube-to-tube varia1!ion on tIle fall of shot without

entailing a mount or bn occasion change. Five, .
simple centreline profiles were examined. The

, shape changes were all made in the horizontal plane
j to avoid the complexities intro"duced by gravity and

the large vertical qG offset of the bre'ech.
, ,

It was found that same.lot\ M-865 rounds fired

through a nearly straight tube were grouped about
I I

t
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I
Figure 7. M-865 COI verses c~ntreline for larger ver~es smaller barrel bends

question 'of whether the mount used in our test

biased COIs to the left-bowed barrels. In the test of

Walbert & Petty6 it was found that COIs for the

same tube mounted in different tanks varied by as

much a, 0.8 mil. Since the difference between our

samc-mount, fivc-tube COI and the flcct COI is

only 0.3 mil, it seems plausible that the bias to the

left could be mount-related.

Regardless of what bias the mount may impart,

thc changcs in COls bctwccn thc bow-lcft and

bow.right centrelines were of the, same order of

m agnitude as the. LAT -basec1 ammunition

dispersion, This demonstrates that tube-to-tube

variability, even for ~imple shapes, can be a

significant contributor to tank-to-tank variation in

HIIOI illlllj\l:I!I, 'rllc rc~,III!I j\1!lo Ictl to 1110 illrcrCIIl:C

that holding a tube shape relatively constant

dramatically rcduccs .impact dispcrsion, which

COI (mean jump angle) that was on the gunner's
I.

left of the prefiring muzzle aim point ( -0.14 mil).

When the bore centreline hlad a bow to the left, the
, I

mean jump anglq was more negative than the

near-straight rase (!- 0.30 mil from the aim point), but

when the centreline was bowed to the right, the m«an

jump angle {.,,as mor~ positi've than the near straight

case (- 0.02 mil fro~ the aim point).I Surprisingly, a

change in magnitudc of thc lcft- and; right-bows did

not change the mean jump angle.. Overall, the

average C~I for all iive cases was about -0.15 mil.

Assu~ing that ,he ~lA1 meet has roughly the

same number of right-bdwed barrels as left-bowed

bnrrcls, w9 might cxpcctltllc ncct cor Cor M-11,()~!I.

which is + ~.15 mil, to be close to our 'five-barrel'

average, -0.15 m il. .The difference raises thc
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Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving bround, MD,
J

USA, 1996. BRL-MRt315.
would greatly fincrease nit probabilities at longer

I
ranges.

,
As a final note, therm~1 distortion of the barrel

due to uneven firing heat input, vertically strutified

cooling (e.g., thermal droop), or unidire'ctional
4

solar heating, ,can cause a bow-like-change in the

bore centreline. If a muzzle reference system is

used to correct for this type of distortion, it could

degrade accuracy more than when no corrections at

all were made, since the change in jump was found

here to be opposite in direction to the change in

muzzle angle.
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